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The reliability and the accuracy of a quantitative calculation method for obtaining
volume fractions of texture components of cubic materials were verified for the
reduced ODFs terminated at max 22 and at max 16. It is concluded that an
integrated width of r= +10 around selected ideal orientations may be used in
quantitative analysis of texture components. It is also shown that the conventional
peak height method, which does not consider volume fractions, can only roughly give
informations about texture components.
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INTRODUCTION

The true ODF describing the crystallite orientation distribution of a
textured material in the form of series consists of the/-even terms
and the/-odd terms. The ODF directly derived from experimental
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pole figures, restricted by Friedel’s law, however, is only composed
of the /-even terms (Matthies, 1979), namely the reduced ODF.
Owing to the omission of the/-odd part, negative regions, ghosts
and distorted orientation distributions appear in the reduced ODF
space. Although several methods for recovering the true ODF have
been proposed (Bunge and Esling, 1981a; Bunge and Esling, 1981b;
Pospiech et al., 1981), yet they are not widely used for some
reasons. So now only the reduced ODF is avaiable in practice.

In quantitative texture analysis, the volume fractions of materials
in regions around ideal orientations are of interest. In order to
confirm the reliability and the accuracy of quantitative analysis of
texture components with the reduced ODF, a simulative investiga-
tion was carried out in the present paper, based on the method for
determining the ODF by individual orientation measurements
(Bunge, 1982; Liang et al., 1986). It is shown that an integration of
the orientation distribution function about selected ideal orienta-
tions within 5:10 may be suitable for quantitative determination of
texture components with the reduced ODF

PRINCIPLE

For a given texture component with Miller indices (hkl) [uvw],
having orientation angles p, 0 and (p in the orientation space, one
can obtain its volume fraction 3 by integrating the orientation
distribution function, to(0, p, (p) (in Roe’s notation), within r of
{p, 0, (p} (Flowers, 1983)

f.= k.JJJ to(O, p, cp) sin OdO dp dq9 (1)

where A: is the volume element formed around (p, 0, (p} within
r in the orientation space. The coefficient k is 96 for cubic
materials having orthogonal sample symmetries.
For a variety of preferred orientations, a simulation was made to

determine the true ODF, the reduced ODF and volume fractions of
texture components. In our work the orientation densities are
within the limits of lower than 45 times in random units. The
volume fraction around each ideal orientations, which was assumed
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to have a Gaussian distribution with a half-width value of 5, 10
and 15 respectively, was artificially given at first.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results show that in a sample consisting of a single texture
component, as the number of the terms of the series expansion
increases, the real peak positions in the reduced ODF do not
change, but their peak heights get higher. If there are more than
one texture component in a sample, the reduced ODF is a simple
superposition of those of each component in the orientation space.
Furthermore, the ODFs of the/-even part and the/-odd part are
both maxima in the peak position of each components for multi and
single texture component (see Figure 1). So the omission of the
/-odd part makes that the peak heights of components in the
reduced ODF are lower than those in the true ODF correspon-
dently; the sharper a texture component, the greater the difference
of the peak heights. These results are good agreement with the
previous works (Matsuo et al., 1981; Jura et al., 1981).
A further simulation has found that the reduction of the peak

heights caused by the omission of the /-odd part in the reduced
ODF, compared with those in the true ODF of max 22, can
reach about 30% for max= 22 and about 60% or more for
I max 16 (see Table 1, Column 7, 8).

Since volume fractions of texture components are closely related
to their peak positions, orientation distributions and scattering
ranges in the orientation space, the conventional peak height
method evaluating the amounts of components by the maximum
values at their peak positions only has a qualitative meaning.

In order to examine the reliability and the accuracy of quantita-
tive determination of volume fractions, a set of the orientation
angles and the volume fractions of three components were used as
input data of an ODF program based on individual orientation
measurements and the true ODF of I max 22, the reduced ODF
of I max 22 and I max 16 were calculated respectively. One can
find that the volume fraction of each component was computed with
satisfactory fidelity in the condition of the same scattering width
(r= +15) as the initial data for the three ODFs where the
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Figure 1 Crystallite orientation distribution function sections at p 55 for a single
(’31)[iil] component in Sample II. Contours are in times-random units. Dashed
lines indicate negative regions. (a) the true ODF (l max 22); (b) the reduced ODF
(l max= 22); (c) the reduced ODF (l max 16). real peak positions, A ghost
positions.

discrepancy of the reduced ODF of l max 22 is slightly less than
that of the reduced ODF of I max 16 (see Table 1, Sample I). The
values of volume fractions are also given in Table 1 for some other
preferred orientations. If r is taken as +10, the relative dis-
crepancies of volume fractions between the calculated values and
the initial ones are lower than 20% for both the reduced ODFs at
I max 22 and at l max 16; even in the condition that the peak
position of one component is superimposed in the negative maxi-
mum position of another component in the orientation space (e.g.,
Table 1, Sample III), provided that the volume fraction of this
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component is big enough, the fluctuation of volume fraction is
about 20%. (It is still in the range of experimental errors). So
quantitative analysis of texture components may be satisfied with
the reduced ODF of either max=22 or even /max= 16, if
r +10 is taken.
For r +5, quite big discrepancy between the calculated volume

fractions and the initial values were found. It is the fact that the
omission ot the/-odd part and the termination of the series lead to
bad broadening and flattening of the texture component peak
profiles which make the half-width values evidently larger than 5 in
the reduced ODF.

Since the error of the quantitative calculation for r +5 is too
large and an integrated width of r +15 is too broad, a moderate
width of r= +10, which is tolerable for both the error and
the scattering range, is recommended to be used in quantitative
analysis of volume fractions.

CONCLUSIONS

The conventional peak height method evaluating the amounts of
texture components by their peak heights is only qualitative. By
using the quantitative calculation method of volume fractions,
quantitative analysis of texture components may be carried out
satisfactorily with only the experimental reduced ODF truncated at
I max 22 or even at l max 16, which is widely used in the present
texture analysis. An integrated width of r 4-10 around selected
ideal orientations is recommended to be used in determining
volume fractions ot texture components ot cubic materials.
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